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This Brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of
Sommers Financial Management, LLC. If you have any questions about the contents of this
Brochure, please contact us at 503.397.1545 or info@sommersfinancial.com. The
information in this Brochure has not been approved or verified by the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state securities authority.
Sommers Financial Management, LLC is a registered investment adviser. Registration of an
Investment Adviser does not imply any level of skill or training. The oral and written
communications of an Adviser provide you with information about which you determine to
hire or retain an Adviser.
Additional information about Sommers Financial Management, LLC is also available on the
SEC’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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Item 2 – Material Changes
This Brochure date July 1st 2021 is a new document prepared according to the SEC’s new
requirements and rules. The previous update to our brochure was dated May 24th, 2021.
In this brochure:
1. Item 4B – included a list of information we require each client to provide to us in
order to provide our services. Also included language stating that clients may go
elsewhere to implement our recommendations.
2. Item 4C – updated our AUM and # of clients served
3. Item 5A – clarified our refund policy
4. Item 5B – updated that clients may go elsewhere to implement our
recommendations.
5. Item 12A – updated that we recommend TD Ameritrade if the clients would like
us to execute trades for them, but we allow clients to choose another broker if
they are prepared to implement the recommendations.
6. Item 15 – updated that we do not pay or receive referral fees
7. Item 19H – added that additional information about us is provided in the
attached ADV Part 2Bs.
Pursuant to SEC Rules, we will ensure that you receive a summary of any material changes
to this and subsequent Brochures within 120 days of the close of our business’ fiscal year.
We may further provide other ongoing disclosure information about material changes as
necessary. This Item 2 will include material changes from throughout the year.
Currently, our Brochure may be requested by contacting Vivian Rupe, Client Relationship
Manager, at 503.397.1545 or vivian@sommersfinancial.com.
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Item 4 – Advisory Business
A. Sommers Financial Management, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor that
provides investment management and financial planning to families, individuals,
organizations and businesses.
Sommers Financial Management, LLC was
established in 2002, and the principal owner is Adam Sommers. Sommers Financial
Management became registered in Oregon as an investment advisor in 2002,
Arizona in 2014, and Washington & California in 2021.
B. Sommers Financial Management, LLC offers the following services:
i.

Investment Management:
a. Investment selection. We may recommend investments in real
estate, stocks, bonds, exchange-traded funds, mutual funds,
Delaware Statutory Trusts, structured notes, Real Estate
Investment Trusts, or use the put or call options either to provide
income or manage risk.
b. Unmanaged assets held by our clients are not included in our
quarterly advisory fee.
c. Discretionary account management (buying & selling of
investments). Please reference Item 12 for a disclosure of a
definition of our discretionary management authority.
d. Ongoing investment advice to individuals, families, organizations
& businesses.
e. We make reasonable efforts to document and annually update
client suitability and risk tolerance.

ii.

Financial planning:
a. Retirement Planning: Determine how much retirement income you
should expect to live on without running out of assets with an
acceptable level of certainty
b. Insurance Needs Analysis: Determine how much life insurance would
cover the needs of your immediate family in the case of death.
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c. Investment Review: Determine if you are over-concentrated in any
particular investment, and review your asset allocation and tax
allocation (tax-sheltered, tax-free, taxable) to ensure that you are
invested appropriately given your tolerance for volatility. Also ensure
that you are investing appropriately to best achieve your goals.
d. Education Funding: Determine how much you need to save and invest
to fund any future education expense goals.
e. Roth Conversion Strategy: Determine if and when to recommend
converting assets from tax-sheltered to tax-free based on your income
tax brackets now and in the future.
f. Distribution planning: Determine the best course of action to claim
pension benefits, social security benefits, and from which accounts to
draw income each year to cover necessary expenses.
g. Estate Planning: Ensure beneficiaries are established on accounts. Also
help to establish, modify, and store important documents such as Wills,
Trusts, and Powers of Attorney.
h. Debt Management strategy: Help craft a strategy to maximize net
worth while paying down debts in a strategic way.
In order to provide our services, we require clients to furnish the following information to
us:















Age (or date of birth);
Annual income;
Total net worth (excluding primary residence);
Liquid net worth;
Employment status (if retired, former profession. If self-employed, type of business);
Fair market value of primary residence (and outstanding debt);
Tax status, which includes, type of account (natural person, entity, IRA, etc.), tax
bracket, or tax strategy for the account(s);
Investment objectives (should be defined to ensure client understanding);
Investment experience (time/investment products);
Investment time horizon;
Liquidity (cash flow) needs;
Risk tolerance;
Other investments (types of investments held elsewhere);
Any other information the client may disclose to the investment adviser in
connection with recommendations or investment advice; and
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Any other relevant information the investment adviser should ask based on the
investment adviser’s strategy (for example, source of funds for the purpose of
investment).

In accordance with California Code of Regulations, Section 260.235.2 we must state that in
regard to our financial planning service:
a. A conflict exists between the interests of the investment adviser and the
interests of the client
b. The client is under no obligation to act upon the investment adviser’s
recommendations
c. If the client elects to act on any of the recommendations, the client is under
no obligation to effect the transaction through the investment adviser.
Sommers Financial Management, LLC tailors our advice to the needs of each client. Every
investment management client receives a customized recommended portfolio allocation,
along with customized recommendations for individual investment holdings within that
allocation. Clients are permitted to place restrictions as to what investments can be placed
into their accounts, as well as investments they prefer to hold.
C. As of 7/1/2021, Sommers Financial Management, LLC managed $100 million on a
discretionary basis for 405 clients. $0 in client assets are managed on a nondiscretionary basis.
D. Sommers Financial Management does not participate in any wrap fee program.
Item 5 – Fees and Compensation
A. We are compensated for our advisory services by fees billed to our clients only. We
do not receive compensation or kickbacks from any investment product provider or
vendor, including our custodians – other than the technology platform they provide.
Our standard fee schedules are as follows, and are not negotiable:
For Wealth Management, including investment management, financial and tax planning
advice, we charge the following annual asset-based fees, billed quarterly in advance,
unless otherwise stated in a client’s particular signed written agreement. Clients prepay our quarterly fees, for no more than three months in advance. Upon 30-day
notice of a client’s wish to terminate our advisory services, we will calculated the
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remaining days in the quarter after 30-days, and divide that # by 90 to determine
what percentage of our prepaid fees collected will be refunded.
1. In all instances, we will send the client a written invoice, including the fee, the
formula used to calculate the fee, the fee calculation itself, the time period covered
by the fee, and if applicable, the amount of assets under management on which the
fee was based, and the name of the custodian(s). The Adviser will send these to the
client concurrent with the request for payment or payment of the Adviser’s advisory
fees. We urge the client to compare this information with the fees listed in the
account statement.
2. Our fees are based upon the market value of client assets under management as
reported by the custodian.
3. We aggregate accounts at the household level for the purpose of fee calculation. For
each household client, we provide one Client Portal login for which all accounts in
the household may be viewed and aggregated for billing purposes. If a client does
not wish to “household” their accounts with other members of their household (i.e.
would like a separate login for their accounts), the client understands that they may
not receive the lowest fee available. Our fee schedule is based on asset tiers,
meaning the more assets aggregated into one household the more likely of
qualifying for a lower fee tier.
4. For partial billing periods, fees will be prorated based upon the number of days the
account was open during that period.
5. If a client is not delivered this brochure at least 48 hours prior to signing the advisory
agreement, the client has a right to terminate the contract without penalty within
five business days after entering into the contract.
6. The advisory contract can be terminated by the client or Sommers Financial
Management at any time with 30 day notice. We accept phone calls, email, or letters
delivered to our office or our mailing address.
o 1.0% on the first $250,000 of assets under our management
o 0.80% on the next $750,000 of assets under our management
o 0.60% on the next $2,000,000 of assets under our management
o 0.40% on the next $2,000,000 of assets under our management
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o 0.20% on any assets over $5,000,000 under our management
For clients bringing less than $250,000 under our management, we charge a onetime “Initial Planning Fee” of 1% of AGI (Adjusted Gross Income from your most
recent federal income tax return) up to a maximum of $1,600 due upon the signing
of the Wealth Management agreement.
We are not allowed to provide Washington-based clients with an initial plan
for a fee, so we do not charge residents of Washington state an initial plan fee
or provide an initial comprehensive financial plan.
For comprehensive stand-alone Financial Plans, we have the following fee-schedule:
o Free online basic financial planning tools.
o Complimentary financial plans for wealth management clients with more
than $250,000 under our management.
o 1% of AGI (Adjusted Gross Income according to your most recent federal
income tax return) for a one-time financial plan, with ongoing access to our
online financial planning tools.
o For clients residing in the state of Washington, we do not offer standalone financial planning services.
For “Non-profit” clients, we offer the following discounted annual investment
management rate, billed quarterly at 0.09% per quarter:
o 0.36% on all assets under our management.
Sommers Financial Management’s fees are typically deducted from client accounts, but
can be billed directly to the client, to be paid from assets outside our purview, upon
client request. We accept personal checks, federal money wires, cashier’s checks and
money orders for payment.
We bill clients and/or deduct our fees quarterly for asset management.
The one-time financial plan fee is billed and payable by check with 50% due at contract
signing, and 50% upon plan delivery. In accordance with California Code of Regulations
item 260.238(j) we are required to disclose that “lower fees for comparable services
may be available from other sources.”
B. Sommers Financial Management’s fees are exclusive of brokerage commissions,
transaction fees, and other related costs and expenses which shall be incurred by
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the client. Clients may incur certain charges imposed by custodians, brokers, third
party investment and other third party fees such as fees charged by managers,
custodial fees, deferred sales charges, odd-lot differentials, transfer taxes, wire
transfer and electronic fund fees, and other fees and taxes on brokerage accounts
and securities transactions. Mutual funds and exchanged traded funds also charge
internal management fees, which are disclosed in a fund’s prospectus. Such charges,
fees and commissions are exclusive of and in addition to Sommers Financial
Management’s fee, and Sommers Financial Management shall/does not receive any
portion of these commissions, fees, and costs.
Clients may go to other brokerages or agents to implement our investment
recommendations.
Clients pre-pay our quarterly fees, for no more than three months in advance.
Upon 30-day notice of a client’s wish to terminate our advisory services, we will
calculated the remaining days in the quarter after 30-days, and divide that # by
90 to determine what percentage of our prepaid fees collected will be refunded.
C. None of our Investment Advisor Representatives or ‘supervised persons’ accepts
compensation for the sale of securities or other investment or insurance products,
including asset-based sales charges or service fees from the sale of mutual funds.
Item 6 – Performance-Based Fees and Side-By-Side Management
Sommers Financial Management does not charge performance-based fees.
Item 7 – Types of Clients
Sommers Financial Management provides portfolio management and advisory services to
individuals, high net worth individuals, corporate pension and profit-sharing plans,
charitable institutions, Registered Investment Advisors, foundations, endowments,
municipalities, private investment funds, trust programs, and other U.S. and international
institutions. Sommers Financial Management has no minimum account size requirement.
Item 8 – Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Sommers Financial Management, LLC uses both fundamental and technical analysis when
selecting investments. We begin with an investment universe of about 200 ETFs, closedend funds, and mutual funds. We then score each investment on metrics mostly related to
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risk-adjusted performance history, but also taking into consideration liquidity, and cost
factors. We divide our universe into three buckets: Stocks, Bonds, and Alternatives. We
then build client portfolios using those fundamentally- and technically-screened
investments based on Risk Tolerance and Client Objective Questionnaires. Investing in
stocks, bonds, and alternative investments involve risk of loss that clients should be
prepared to bear. Unmanaged or static assets like company stock awards are not included
in our management fee calculation.
Our methods of fundamental and technical analysis have risks, as with any method of
analysis. Fundamental and technical analysis are both based on historical figures and
trends, which cannot be projected into the future. ETFs, Mutual Funds, stocks, bonds, hedge
funds, closed-end funds, and bank CDs all offer differing levels of risk and volatility, for
which clients should be prepared to bear. While we can state how a portfolio would have or
has performed in the past, past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
Also, we review and re-balance client investment allocations at least annually, and
sometimes as often as quarterly, generating transaction costs and tax consequences. We
attempt to limit transaction costs by using no-transaction fee funds and ETFs, as well as
limit tax consequences by locating assets properly among different account types, and
attempting to trade less frequently in non-tax-sheltered accounts. We attempt to act in our
fiduciary capacity at all times when transacting on your behalf, with our conviction that
those transactions are in your best interest.
Sommers Financial Management recommends many different types of investments, but
ETFs & Mutual Funds make up more than 80% of client portfolios. Material risks of ETFs
include, but are not limited to, systemic market risk (risk of the entire market declining),
liquidity risk (risk that there will not be ready and available buyers for your shares), and
security-holding specific risks (risks that the fund holdings decline in value). We also utilize
put and call options to hedge risks, which may involve a complete loss of principal in the
option, which we equate to insurance premium payments.
Item 9 – Disciplinary Information
Registered investment advisers are required to disclose all material facts regarding any
legal or disciplinary events that would be material to your evaluation of Sommers Financial
Management, LLC or the integrity of Sommers Financial Management, LLC’s management.
Sommers Financial Management has no information applicable to this Item.
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Item 10 – Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
A. Adam Sommers is the managing member of Ayntegrity LLC, a firm based in
Tucson, AZ that performs bookkeeping services for small businesses. According
to regulators, there is an inherent conflict of interest with Mr. Sommers
managing both entities as he may solicit clients of SFM to engage with
Ayntegrity, and solicit clients of Ayntegrity to work with SFM. Ayntegrity LLC
nor Adam Sommers have signatory authority of clients’ accounts. It is pretty
clear that each business provides different services for fees, and Mr. Sommers is
compensated by both firms. Mr. Sommers does enjoy being able to help clients of
both entities with their cash flow, asset allocation, and strategies for growth of
net worth. Mr. Sommers spends a few hours per week, typically after 2pm each
weekday, reviewing Ayntegrity clients’ accounting records.
B. Adam Sommers is the General Partner of a Real Estate Investment Partnership
(The Naked Alpha Fund) that has 16 partners and invests in real estate. This
partnership is closed to new partners and is in the process of liquidating
properties.
C. Sommers Financial Management collects fees to coordinate income tax returns
and estate planning documents by outsourcing to other professionals, and these
services are covered in agreements and with fees separate from investment
advice, wealth management and financial planning.
a. Income Tax Coordination fees are billed at one of four tiers: Basic for
$250, Standard for $500, Complex for $750, and Business for $1,000.
b. Estate Plan Coordination is billed either for a Trust Package at $995, or a
Will Package for $495.
We do not receive any compensation for referring clients to any other
professionals.
D. No employees or owners of Sommers Financial Management LLC are registered,
or have an application pending to register as a broker-dealer or registered
representative of a broker-dealer. We also have no applications pending to
register as a futures commission merchant, commodity pool operator, or
commodity trading advisor.
E. Sommers Financial Management does not select other advisors for our clients.
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Item 11 – Code of Ethics
Sommers Financial Management, LLC strives for the highest standard of business conduct,
and fiduciary duty to its clients. We strive to maintain confidentiality of client information,
a prohibition on insider trading, a prohibition of rumor mongering, restrictions on the
acceptance of significant gifts and the reporting of certain gifts and business entertainment
items, and personal securities trading procedures, among other things.
Subject to satisfying applicable laws, officers, directors and employees of Sommers
Financial Management, LLC and its affiliates may trade for their own accounts in securities
which are recommended to and/or purchased for Sommers Financial Management LLC’s
clients. Personal securities transactions, activities and interests of the employees of
Sommers Financial Management, LLC will not interfere with (i) making decisions in the
best interest of advisory clients and (ii) implementing such decisions while, at the same
time, allowing employees to invest for their own accounts. Certain classes of securities have
been designated as exempt transactions, based upon a determination that these would not
materially interfere with the best interest of Sommers Financial Management, LLC’s clients.
In some circumstances employees are permitted to invest in the same securities as clients,
there is a possibility that employees might benefit from market activity by a client in a
security held by an employee. Employee trading is continually monitored to reasonably
prevent conflicts of interest between Sommers Financial Management, LLC and its clients.
Sommers Financial Management owes its client a fiduciary duty to put the client’s interest
first which includes but is not limited to a duty of care, loyalty, obedience and utmost good
faith.
Certain affiliated accounts may trade in the same securities with client accounts on an
aggregated basis when consistent with Sommers Financial Management, LLC’s obligation of
best execution. In such circumstances, the affiliated and client accounts will share
commission costs equally and receive securities at a total average price. Sommers Financial
Management, LLC will retain records of the trade order (specifying each participating
account) and its allocation, which will be completed prior to the entry of the aggregated
order. Completed orders will be allocated as specified in the initial trade order. Partially
filled orders will be allocated on a pro rata basis, unless such pro-ration will cause a
commission cost to be an extraordinary amount as a percentage of investment to a client.
Sommers Financial Management and its related persons will not trade ahead of client
accounts.
We do not recommend to clients any securities in which any of our employees or owners
(or related persons) have a material financial interest.
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We will provide a copy of our Code of Ethics to any client or prospective client upon
request.
Item 12 – Brokerage Practices
A.

Sommers Financial Management, LLC does recommend TD Ameritrade Institutional
as a custodial broker. This recommendation is based on our judgment that this
custodian provides the range and quality of brokerage services necessary to obtain
the best available price and most favorable execution for the client. The basis for
selecting any other broker we may recommend is based on the fact that they have
capable brokers or traders, competent block/bunched trading coverage, good
communication, ability to position, use of automation, administrative ability, and
competitive commissions and fees. Although Sommers Financial Management, LLC
may recommend a custodial broker, clients may utilize the broker of their choice.
1. We receive some research on the TD Ameritrade platform, as well as use of
technology like rebalancing software.
a. We do not use client accounts to generate credit for any research or other
perks from any brokerage or custodian.
b. We do not have an incentive to select any brokerage over another as we
receive no benefits from any custodians other than their technology
platform.
2. SFM receives no client referrals from any broker-dealers or custodians
3. Directed Brokerage:
a. SFM does not recommend, request or require that a client direct us to
execute transactions through a specified broker-dealer. We utilize TD
Ameritrade for discretionary trading. If a client chooses to utilize another
brokerage, the client will be responsible for implementing the trades and
recommendations.
b. We do not permit clients to direct brokerage, but we do not require clients to
utilize the custody and brokerage services of TD Ameritrade if they’d like us
place trades for them in their accounts.

B. We do used “bunched” or “block” trading when re-balancing client accounts custodied
at TD Ameritrade. Larger order sizes often provide an opportunity to get better
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pricing from market-makers. We “block” orders as much as possible based on timing
of cash inflows and outflows and according to our rebalancing parameters.
Sommers Financial Management, LLC has the authority to determine, without obtaining
specific client consent, securities to be bought or sold, and the amount of securities to be
bought or sold in accounts custodied at TD Ameritrade. (Discretionary Authority)
Sommers Financial Management, LLC does not have the authority to determine the broker
or dealer to be used, nor the commission rates paid.
Item 13 – Review of Accounts
Sommers Financial Management, LLC performs account reviews on a quarterly basis.
Additionally, company news and large swings in the markets trigger reviews of accounts
holding sensitive investments. All holdings purchased with a time horizon of less than 12
months are reviewed on a monthly basis by Adam Sommers. Account and investment
monitoring takes priority over any other service provided by Sommers Financial
Management, LLC. Adam Sommers, principal owner, currently oversees and reviews all
accounts managed by Sommers Financial Management, LLC.
Clients will receive monthly statements from their chosen custodial broker, in addition to a
client portal, a quarterly newsletter, and a quarterly performance report from Sommers
Financial Management, LLC. Upon request, Sommers Financial Management, LLC will
provide a consolidated statement of accounts.
Item 14 – Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Sommers Financial Management, LLC does not pay referral fees to anyone for referring
people that become clients of Sommers Financial Management, LLC. Sommers Financial
Management also does not receive referral fees for referring clients to other professionals
and/or advisors.
Item 15 – Custody
Clients should receive at least quarterly statements from the broker dealer, bank or other
qualified custodian that holds and maintains client’s investment assets. Sommers Financial
Management, LLC urges you to carefully review such statements and compare such official
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custodial records to the invoices and account statements that we provide to you. Our
statements may vary from custodial statements based on accounting procedures, reporting
dates, or valuation methodologies of certain securities. Typically our portfolio accounting
software receives a feed once per day from TD Ameritrade, so usually any discrepancies are
resolved within 24 hours. As for Forge Trust accounts, we manually reconcile each account
prior to quarter-end to ensure billing amounts are appropriate. We will maintain all
documentation to support our statements and reports and these documents will comply
with the Securities Act of Washington and the rules enacted thereunder. Any differences in
account values from the custodian will be explained in the billing invoice.
A. The investment adviser has custody of the funds and securities solely as a
consequence of its authority to make withdrawals from client accounts to pay its
advisory fee.
B. The investment adviser has written authorization from the client to deduct
advisory fees from the account held with the qualified custodian.
C. Each time a fee is directly deducted from a client account the investment adviser
concurrently:
a. Sends the qualified custodian an invoice or statement of the amount of
the fee to be deducted from the client’s account; and
b. Sends the client an invoice or statement itemizing the fee. Itemization
includes the formula used to calculate the fee, the value of the assets
under management on which the fee is based, and the time period
covered by the fee, the fee calculation, and the name of the custodian.
Item 16 – Investment Discretion
Sommers Financial Management, LLC usually receives discretionary authority from the
client at the outset of an advisory relationship to select the identity and amount of
securities to be bought or sold. Discretionary authority is granted by language in our
Wealth Management Agreement. In all cases, however, such discretion is to be exercised in
a manner consistent with the stated investment objectives for the particular client account.
When selecting securities and determining amounts, Sommers Financial Management, LLC
observes the investment policies, limitations and restrictions of the clients for which it
advises. For registered investment companies, Sommers Financial Management, LLC’s
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authority to trade securities may also be limited by certain federal securities and tax laws
that require diversification of investments and favor the holding of investments once made.
Investment guidelines and restrictions must be provided to Sommers Financial
Management, LLC in writing.
Item 17 – Voting Client Securities

A. Clients may grant Sommers Financial Management, LLC the authority to vote
proxies on behalf of advisory clients. Clients may choose to retain the responsibility
for receiving and voting proxies for any and all securities maintained in client
portfolios. Sommers Financial Management, LLC may provide advice to clients
regarding the clients’ voting of proxies.
If clients elect to have us vote on their behalf, clients are encouraged to contact us
regarding votes pertaining to their investment holdings. We shall have no conflicts
of interest regarding our authority to vote on client behalf, as we invest alongside
our clients, and treat proxy votes as if they were (and likely are) referring to our
own investments. Our fiduciary duty to our clients requires that we vote in your
best interest, and our proxy votes will reflect as we would vote as owners of the
securities. We our clients a fiduciary duty to put our clients’ interest first, which
includes but is not limited to a duty of care, loyalty, obedience, and utmost good
faith.
If the client does not grant us proxy voting authority, proxies will be delivered to the
client by the custodian via the clients’ preferred method of communication – either
by email or by U.S. mail. Clients are encouraged to call or email their advisor to
discuss proxy materials.
We shall keep records by security holding, which will include scanned copies of our
proxy votes. Clients may request a copy of how we voted their shares at any time.
Clients may also request our written policy and procedure regarding proxy voting.

Item 18 – Financial Information

Registered investment advisers are required in this Item to provide you with certain
financial information or disclosures about Sommers Financial Management, LLC’s financial
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condition. Sommers Financial Management, LLC has no financial commitment that impairs
its ability to meet contractual and fiduciary commitments to clients, and has not been the
subject of a bankruptcy proceeding.
Sommers Financial Management does not require the prepayment of more than $500 fees
per client, six months or more in advance.
Item 19 – Requirements for State-Registered Advisers

A. Business & Education Background of the Principal Owner(s)
The principal owner of Sommers Financial Management, LLC is Adam M.
Sommers. Mr. Sommers graduated Magna Cum Laude from Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, Oregon with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business in
1999. Prior to founding Sommers Financial Management, LLC, Mr. Sommers
was a Corporate Controller for an international import business (20012002), as well as a Certified Application Specialist for an accounting software
firm (2000-2001).
B. Adam Sommers spends time overseeing three other small businesses in addition to
Sommers Financial Management: Ayntegrity LLC, The Naked Alpha Fund, and Sasom
Holdings LLC. Ayntegrity performs bookkeeping and payroll processing for
approximately a dozen small businesses. Mr. Sommers spends about three hours per
week overseeing Ayntegrity processes. The Naked Alpha Fund invests in real estate,
and has hired a professional property manager, so Mr. Sommers spends a couple of
hours per month reviewing the performance. Sasom Holdings also invests in real
estate, but Mr. Sommers’ wife has taken over management of those properties since
retiring from teaching in 2019. There may be conflicts of interest, as clients of each
firm may be solicited to work with more than one of Mr. Sommers’ businesses.
Please see Item 10 for further information about outside activities.
C. Adam Sommers is not compensated for advisory services by performance-based
fees.
D. Adam Sommers has not been involved in any arbitration awards nor any civil, SRO
or administrative proceeding.
E. Adam Sommers does not have any arrangement nor does he receive compensation
from any issuer of securities.
F. Any material conflicts of interest are provided in this ADV Part 2 Brochure.
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G. In the case of a need for Business Continuity, Sommers Financial Management has
three licensed advisors that are able to place trades and provide advice to clients
regarding investments and financial planning. We have a paperless office, with all
records stored and backed up in the cloud – accessible with an internet connection.
Our phone systems are accessible from anywhere using our mobile phone
application, and our email is cloud-based, making access in an emergency available.
H. Additional information is provided in the attached Form ADV Part 2Bs.
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